
Ref: AISV-18th WR- 28th AUGUST TO 1st SEPTEMBER 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-18th WR-
28th AUGUST TO 1st SEPTEMBER 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Little learners were given information about
Raksha Bandhan and brother-sister bonding.

Pre-writing skills Introduction of wavy lines and also practice of
zigzag lines are done.

Literacy skills Practice of letter 'M' was done in the notebook.

Pre-Math skills Little ones practised few and many and number
'1' in the worksheet.

GK(picture talk) Kids happily coloured in grapes,and traced and
coloured the Rectangle in the worksheet.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little enthusiasts practised few yoga poses and



exercises.

Rhymes & Stories Kids revised the rhymes 'I hear thunder' and
'Row Row Row your boat '.

Art & Craft Little artists decorated rakhi by wool and cut
and paste activity.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss On the occasion of Raksha bandhan celebration
kids were shown the story and also they danced
on the song played related to Raksha Bandhan.

Little Champs were shown a Flower and then
they were asked its colour, name and whether
it smells or not?

Also a session on Good touch and bad touch
was done for the students.

Literacy skills Toddler revised small letters a to v in their NB
and Dictation test of capital and small letters
from Aa to Vv were taken.

Numeracy skills Kids revised Number 17 and Number 18
through Tens and Ones concept and practised
the same in their NB and also revised from 1 to
20 in their TB.

Language smart (Hindi) Kids were introduced �वर अं from their TB and
they traced and practised the same.

Little singers were introduced to a new rhyme
'रसीले फल' and they merrily recited the same and
also enjoyed the Picture Talk- 'हमारा बगीचा' .

GK(picture talk) Little Champs were introduced to a new topic
Flowers and they were explained the colour and



shapes, its fragrance and its use. They were
also explained that some flowers grow in water
from their GK TB.

Art & Craft Little champs enjoyed the fun-filled activity of
making Rakhi in a drawing book using different
shapes of sponge i.e. Star, Circle , Heart,
Square and then woollen thread was applied on
both its sides and a happy face stamp was
imprinted in the middle of the rakhi.

Motor skills (fine/gross) Champs sat on the chair and they passed the
ball to their partner sitting behind him.

They were given shapes like Circle, Triangle,
square and they drew the same on the floor
with chalk to enhance their Fine motor and
Cognitive skills

Rhymes & Stories Revision of the story 'The Lion and the Hare'
was done and they completed page no 29 of
their TB.

Little champs enjoyed a new story 'The Monkey
and the Crocodile.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Observe and discuss Students solved worksheets of all subjects.

Literacy skills Little ones practised writing long and short 'oo'
words and sentences along with cursive
patterns.

Numeracy skills Toddlers revised the concept of ascending -
descending order, greater than, less than and



equal to.

Language smart (Hindi) Students were introduced to vyanjan य ,र and
revised प to म. They practised writing for the
same.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Munchkins enjoyed the “passing the ball” game
and also the game of “throw and catch”.

Rhymes & Stories Little stars were introduced to the new rhyme
"busy bee". They also enjoyed singing the
rhymes of “Two baby lions” and "Kangaroo".

GK(picture talk) Students read and practised writing “Animals
and their babies” as well as “Domestic
animals”.

Art & Craft Little kids enjoyed drawing and colouring the
“Warli art” with the theme of Rakshabandhan.
They also brightly coloured the image of
Giraffe, Fish, Duck and Lion. They also enjoyed
drawing and colouring the Lion’s face in
sundaram.

Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1



Literacy skills English Grammar - Opposite words were done.

English Stencil - Question and answer revision, worksheet,
Introduction of "Birdwatching with Granny" done.

Numeracy skills Kids solved the worksheet for practice, wrote number
names 51 to 99 in notebook and performed class test of
number stories.

Mental Maths:- Oral revision for number names 1 to 70

Science around us
things

L-7 difficult words, textual exercises, fill in the blanks,
worksheet done.

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�य� ने ऋ क� मा�ा क� बाराखड़ी सीखी और ऋ क� मा�ा के श�द �लख
के अ�यास काय� पणू� �क� या । उ और ऊ क� मा�ा वाले श�द का पनुरावत�न
�कया । और �व�याथ� ने वक� शीट का अ�यास �कया ।
Hindi Lab:- �व�याथ�य� ने भारत के रा���य ��तक का �च� बनाया और
अ�यास �कया ।

Life skills Students enhanced their fine motor skills by preparing
pencil holder with disposable container.

Alphanumeric Students enjoyed a number grouping game (Fire on the
Mountain), and also did Jumbled words.

G.K Students did Practice Worksheets.

Smart Tech-
Computer

Kids had written difficult words of L-3 Parts of computer in
their notebooks.

Art & Craft Kids drew Rakhis, sweets and diya in their drawing book
and colour it.

Library Little champs enjoyed a story telling and reading session on
Story “The two friends and the bear” during the library
period.

Dance Little dancers enjoyed dancing to the festival of Raksha
bandhan.

PE Students enjoyed recreational games like catching the
handkerchief while doing langdi.

Music Kids sang Raksha Bandhan song to celebrate Rakhi festival.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Kids revised 'Punctuation' along with
textual exercise.

English Stencil - Kids practised Worksheet and wrote



question answers of Poem 'Weather Report' in their
notebook.

Numeracy skills Maths - Kids practised the worksheet of ch.4 'Addition of
bigger numbers' and also ch.5 'subtraction of bigger
numbers' in their notebook.

Mental Maths - Students enjoyed the Grouping game (Fire
on the Mountain).

Science around
us

Kids attempted a class test of chapter 9 - Bones and
muscles. They were introduced to the new chapter 10- Food
and health along with textual exercises.

Language Smart
- Hindi

�व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ "हम ब�चे �हदं�ुतान के" का अ�ययन और अ�यास काय�
�कया और �याकरण म� पाठ "कैसा - �कतना" का अ�यास काय� पणू� �कया।

Life Skills Kids creatively wrote self admiring things in their notebooks.

G.K Students attempted the G.K Test in a notebook.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Little stars learnt new Chapter no.3 Fun with MS paint.

Art & Craft Kids drew and coloured 'Shapes' in their A & C book.

Music Kids enjoyed the songs for Rakshabandhan -”Phoolo ka
taaro ka. .” and the song for National Sports Day-”Chak de
India!”.

PE Students enjoyed recreational games like catching the
handkerchief while doing langdi.

Dance Little dancers enjoyed dancing to the festival of Raksha
bandhan.

Primary Section



Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
and crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English Practice paper started in the class.

English Grammar -Comprehension and letter writing done in
the class.

Science Students Revised the definition and match the following of
HYE topics.

Mathematics Revision of multiplication and division was done.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को क�ा म� अ�यास- ��न प� का काय� करवाया गया।

Music Students learnt Ganesha Song.

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt and started
their MELANGE DANCE PRACTICE .

PE Students celebrated Nationals sports day.some students
participated in final races (Backhand race, multitasking race
and chess).we got our 3 winners in all races.

Library Time Students enjoyed stories on Raksha Bandhan festival during
the Library period.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.



Art & Craft gr.3A,3B and 3C kids have drawn and coloured the folk art of
their respective states on a separate sheet.

Effective Public
Speaking

Children narrated their short stories based on kahaani cubes.

Grade 4

English
English Grammar: Comprehension and letter writing
discussed and done in the class.
English literature: Completed question and answers of the
poem -3 Dandelion.

Maths Completed ch- 8 Geometry. Started practice paper.

Science Explanation and exercise of all clothes were done in the
class.

Social Studies 4A/B/C Practice paper is going on in the class.

Sanskrit छा�� के पर��ा के भाग म� पनुरावत�न करवाया और वग� म�ूयांकन �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ પર��ા ના ભાગ�પે �નુરાવત�ન ક�ુ� અને �ેકટ�સ પેપર વગ�માં

ચચા� કર� તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi अ�यास ��न प� के ��न� को हल करवाना क�ा म� �ारंभ �कया गया। िजसके
अतंग�त श�दाथ� व ��न उ�र करवाए गए ह�।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt and started
their MELANGE DANCE PRACTICE .

Library time Students enjoyed reading stories on Raksha Bandhan
festival during the Library period.

PE Students celebrated national sports day.some students
participated in final rounds like(backhand race, multitasking
race and chess).we got our 3 winners in all races.

Computer Students learnt theory about ‘parts of an email account’ of
chapter-4 with practical knowledge.

Music Students learnt Ganesha Song.



Art & Craft Gr. 4A,4B and 4c students have also draw folk art on a
separate sheet.

Effective Public
Speaking

Students narrated the stories based on kahaani cubes.

Grade 5

English English Grammar: Essay Writing format discussed and done in
the class.

Social Studies Writing Exercises of Ch-9 Natural Disaster.

Science Explanation and exercises of the chapter Rocks and Minerals
were completed in the class.

Maths Students learnt the types of triangles, properties of triangle,
types of quadrilaterals as well as circle and it's part. They also
learnt to construct a circles as per the given diameter or radius.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ િનબધં લેખનની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ પર��ાના ભાગ�પે �ેકટ�સ

પેપરની સમજ મેળવી , ચચા� કર� તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� के पर��ा के भाग म� पनुरावत�न करवाया और वग� म�ूयांकन �कया |

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को क�ा म� अ�यास- ��न प� का काय� करवाया

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading stories on Raksha Bandhan festival
during the Library period.

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt and started
their MELANGE DANCE PRACTICE .

Computer Students learn about cyber bullying,staying safe in
cyberspace,URL,Prank and scam on the internet.

PE Students celebrated Nationals sports day.some students
participated in final rounds like(skipping, multitasking race and
chess).we got our 3 winners in the app races .

Music Revision of songs which they have learnt in the Music period.

Art & Craft Gr. 5A have completed the mask of Mizoram in their sketch
book.5B students have also completed the traditional mask in



their sketch book.

Effective Public
Speaking

Students performed a group activity of building story based on
the pictures using kahaani cubes.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Prepositions’. Textual exercise of the same was done in the
class.

Mathematics SECTION A: Revision worksheet of the chapter Playing With
Numbers was done in the class.

SECTION B: Completion of Chapter 9, Basic Geometrical
Ideas. Explanation of circle and all the parts in it explained,
enrichment activity based on the same given.

Science SECTION A: Revision and Practice paper solution of HYE is
going on in the class.

SECTION B: Enrichment activity was done in the class.

Social Science Civics Chapter-3 What is Government? completed with
exercises.

Hindi 6 'अ' �व�या�थ�य� को महुावर� का पनुरावत�न करवाया गया तथा अ�यास ��न प�
भी हल करवाया गया।
6 'ब' �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण म� '��या' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�� के पर��ा के भाग म� पनुरावत�न करवाया और वग� म�ूयांकन �कया |

Gujarati િવધાથ�ઓએ “પ� લેખન” ની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ �નુરાવત�નને ભાગ�પે

�ેકટ�સ પેપરની સમજ મેળવી તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Class test was conducted of chapter 2:Charts in MS Excel

PE Brief of the National Sports Day given, Inter House Dodgeball
game was planned to encourage their house spirit.

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt and started
their MELANGE DANCE PRACTICE .

Music Students learnt new cosmic chant in English and Hindi.



Library Time Students issued subject books for their HYE during the
Library period.

Effective Public
Speaking

Debate - Explained points to keep in mind when a debate
topic is given. Few students got a chance to debate over the
given topic.

Art & Craft 6A - Students have drawn headgear of Sikkim.
6B - Students have coloured the headgear of Goa.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 7

English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic
‘Prepositions’. Textual exercise of the same was done in the
class.

Mathematics SECTION A: Students were introduced to a new chapter
Symmetry, wherein they learnt about lines of symmetry,
reflection symmetry, rotational symmetry and order of
rotational symmetry. Textbook exercise of the same was done
in the class.

SECTION B: Explanation of symmetry, line of symmetry and
rotational symmetry explained, based on it Ex - 15.2 solved in
TB.

Science SECTION A: Practice paper solution of HYE is going on in the
class.

SECTION B: Chapter Soil completed. Enrichment activity
explained in the class. Question and answer discussed in the
class.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने 'महुावर� एवं लोकोि�तय�' का पनुरावत�न �कया।

Sanskrit छा�� ने नया पाठ “अहम�प �व�यालयं ग�म�या�म “ का पठान �कया,भाषांतर �कया
और अ�यास काय� �कया |

Social Science Geography chapter - 4 Air explained.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �નુરાવત�નના ભાગ�પે �ેકટ�સ પેપરની સમજ મેળવી , ચચા� કર�
લેખન ક�ુ�.

Computer Students did the practice of lists in HTML in the computer lab.



PE Brief of the National Sports Day given, Inter House Throwball
game was planned to encourage their house spirit.

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt and started
their MELANGE DANCE PRACTICE .

Music Students learnt Teacher's day song.

Library Time Students issued subject books for their HYE and some
students did summaries on issued books during the Library
period.

Art & Craft 7A - Students have drawn and coloured the ornaments of Tamil
nadu.
7B students have prepared a 3D mask of Nagaland.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 8

English English Grammar: Explained and discussed about
Prepositions. Textual exercises were also done in the class.

Mathematics Chapter 8 - Explained how to comprehend the word problems,
frame the equation and reach the final solution.

Continuing the chapter Factorisation, division was explained.
Exercise-7.2-Q3, Q4 and Q5 was solved in class.

Science Continuing with the chapter Combustion and Flame,
students came to know about fire extinguisher, taking care of
combustible materials, way to extinguish fire, flame, different
zones of candle, fuel, calorific value of a fuel and types of fuel.

Social Science
(History)

In the ongoing chapter ‘Tribal, Dikus and the Vision of the
Golden Age’ students learnt about Birsa Munda and his vision
of the Golden Age.

Sanskrit छा�� ने नया पाठ “स�तभ�गनी” का पठन �कया और भाषांतर �कया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �નુરાવત�નના ભાગ�પે �ેકટ�સ પેપરની સમજ મેળવી , ચચા� કર�
લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� म� �यावहा�रक �याकरण के अतंग�त 'वा�य शोधन' को पढ़ा एवं
समझा।

Library Time Students issued subject books for their HYE during the



Library period.

PE Students enjoyed National Sports Day. They played cricket
football game Inter house class wise.

Music Students learnt Teacher's day song

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt and started
their MELANGE DANCE PRACTICE .

Art & Craft Students have drawn and coloured the folk (Bihu) dancing
figure on a separate sheet.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

English Revision for the Half-yearly Examination has started.
Students were asked the doubt areas before starting a
thorough revision of the syllabus.

Mathematics Revision was done from the chapter Linear Equation in
two variables.

Science -Chemistry Revision for HYE was done.

Social Science Revision for the HYE was done.
Students came to know about WW2 and its effect on
Germany.

Computer Students gave the project presentation .

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने संचयन पा�यप�ुतक के पाठ- 3 'क�लू कुमार क� उनाकोट�'
को पढ़ा एवं समझा।



PE Students played Football in PE Class. Students enjoyed
on national sports, inter class 7a side football
tournaments for boys C9 TO C12, C9 and C12 final
played. C9 is final winner of 7a side inter class
tournament.

Art & Craft Gr. 9 students have drawn and coloured a traditional pot of
Jammu and Kashmir on a separate sheet.

Grade 10

English Revision for the Half-yearly Examination has started.
Students were asked the doubt areas before starting a
thorough revision of the syllabus.

Mathematics Introduced chapter “Coordinate Geometry” with all basic
terms.

Chemistry Revision for HYE was done.

Biology The parts of the human brain and reflex arc were discussed
from the chapter Control and coordination.

Physics Resistances in parallel combination, heating effect of
electric current and power was explained from the chapter,
Electricity.

Social Science Revision for the HYE was done and the project was done.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण के अतंग�त 'सचूना लेखन' को पढ़ा एवं
समझा।

Computer Students learn Create sheet,rename sheet and link sheet
and cell referencing practical in the computer lab.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students played cricket in PE Class. Students enjoyed
national sports, inter class 7 a side football tournaments
for boys C9 TO C12, C9 and C12 final played. C9 is final
winner of 7a side inter class.

Art & Craft Gr. 10 students have coloured the Meghalaya figure on a
separate sheet.



Grade 11- Science

English Revision for the Half-yearly Examination has started.
Students were asked the doubt areas before starting a
thorough revision of the syllabus.

Physics Continuing with the chapter Motion in a plane wherein
the topic projectile motion was completed.
A new chapter, 'Mechanical Properties of Solids’ was
introduced to the class and topics like elasticity, plasticity,
stress, strain and its types were explained. The stress -
strain curve of various materials was also explained.

Chemistry Inductive effect,electromeric effect ,resonance and
hyperconjugation were discussed from the chapter
organic chemistry-some basic Principles and
techniques

Biology The steps of Meiosis I and II were explained from the
chapter Cell cycle and cell division.

Practical- Biology Students identified and described the parts of the flowering
plants from the family Solanaceae.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Sequence and Series”.
Students solved textual examples.

Computer Students learn a program of factorial numbers,hands on
video on how to do pattern programs in the python and
new students enrolled did the revision of python HYE
Syllabus.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

Business Studies Students were introduced to a new chapter Social
responsibility and business ethics.

Computer Students learn a program of factorial numbers,hands on
video on how to do pattern programs in the python and
new students enrolled did the revision of python HYE
Syllabus.



English Revision for the Half-yearly Examination has started.
Students were asked the doubt areas before starting a
thorough revision of the syllabus.

Micro Economics Students came to know about the elasticity of demand and
solved the sums of the same.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

English Revision for the Half-yearly Examination has started.
Students were asked the doubt areas before starting a
thorough revision of the syllabus.

Psychology Revision for Half yearly exam.

Micro Economics Students came to know about the elasticity of demand and
solved the sums of the same.

Computer Students learn a program of factorial numbers,hands on
video on how to do pattern programs in the python and
new students enrolled did the revision of python HYE
Syllabus.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

History Revision of the chapter: An Empire Across the Three
Continents was done in the class.

Grade 12- Science

Physics The topics, Einstein’s Mass - Energy Equivalence, mass
defect and nuclear binding energy were explained from the
chapter, ‘Nuclei’
Continuing with the chapter alternating current wherein
thtopics a.c., d.c., amplitude, frequency, time period, ac
voltage applied to the resistance, ac voltage applied to the
inductor, ac voltage applied to the capacitor, and phasors



wese explained to the class.

Chemistry Continuing with the chapter coordination compounds
wherein the topic optical isomerism in coordination
compounds were discussed.

Biology The characters of a vector and steps in recombinant DNA
technology were discussed from the chapter Biotechnology
- Principles and processes.

English Revision for the Half-yearly Examination has started.
Students were asked the doubt areas before starting a
thorough revision of the syllabus.

Mathematics Introduce chapter “Differential Equation” with basic
terms. Students have solved examples of degree and order.

Computer Students did the Practice of SQL Programs

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 12- Commerce

English Revision for the Half-yearly Examination has started.
Students were asked the doubt areas before starting a
thorough revision of the syllabus.

Macro Economics Revision for HYE was done.

Computer Students did the Practice of SQL Programs.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

National Sports Day celebration: 29-08-2023 In honour of legendary hockey
player - Major Dhyan Chand, National Sports Day is celebrated on 29th of August.
This day was celebrated with much fervour at our school. Importance of sports was
conveyed through various sporting activities and a quiz was conducted. The



students displayed great enthusiasm for the activities. To inspire and motivate the
young minds a sports biopic based on the life of Saina Nehwal was shown at
school. Students participated in various sports activities with great enthusiasm and
zeal.

Sr.
No

Game Posit
ion

Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5

1. Chess 1st Meet Thakkar Karaj Panchal Dharmraj
Varotariya

2. Back Hand
Race

1st

2nd

3rd

Mohit Lalwani

Shivanshi
Pandey
Mahit Mistry

Vedant Rathva

Bhavya Sharma

Priyanshu
prajapati

3. Multitasking
Race

1st

2nd

3rd

Maan Thakkar

Sanvi Gajjar

Vishwa shah

Pavitra Mourya

Raghav Mantri

Ayaan Makwana

Dhyey Gorasiya

Heer shah

Rutvam soni

4. Skipping 1st

2nd

3rd

Divyam Patel

Sanay Kumar
Singh

Abhiraj ojha

Grade 6 to Grade 8 students participated in House Wise Competitions.

Grade Game Winner House
(1st Position)

2nd Position

6 Dodgeball Agni House Jal House

7 Throw ball Agni House Vayu House

8 Cricket football Jal House Agni House

Grade 9 to Grade 12 students participated in Class Wise Competitions.

Game First Position Second Position

Boys football 7a side Grade 9 Grade 12

Girls Throw ball Grade 11 Grade 10



ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION (GRADE 9-12)
An Essay Writing Competition was held on 28th August 2023 for the students of
Grade-9 to 12. The winners of the same are listed below:

Position Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12

1st Nikita Prajapati Kyana B
Suthar

Priyanshi
Patel

Kimaya Sethi

2nd Kaushlendra Pratap Jay Parmar Shubhani
Gangal &
Ishika Bhatiya

Pal Barot

3rd Supriya Kumari Arya Raj Saurabh Patra Astika Gurjar

Congratulations to the Winners!!

ARYABHATA GANIT CHALLENGE -31.08-2023:
The students of Grades 8 to 10 appeared in LEVEL 1 - AGC - 23. This gave them
an opportunity to enhance their mathematical skills and logical thinking.

DENTAL CHECK UP : GRADE 2 A, B & C (29th, 31st August & 1st
September)

Grade 2 A, B, & C students visited Sumandeep (K M Shah Dental College and
Hospital) for a Free Dental Check up camp.

GOOD TOUCH & BAD TOUCH: Nursery, LKG & UKG (1st September 2023)

A touch matters a lot! Know the difference between Good & Bad touch. A session
on Good touch & Bad touch was taken by Ms. Anila Abby, the Foundational stage
head for our tiny toddlers in their own better way of understanding.

STAR OF THE WEEK & MONTH

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C8, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star Week - Student’s name Boy & Girl

Grade 1 A/B Rudra M Mistry (1A) Heer Nathwani (1B)

Grade 1 C/D Dhyey Desai Saanvi Bhagat (1D)

Grade 2 A/B Daksh Chaudhari(2B) Mahi M Darji (2A)

Grade 2 C/D Rishi V Patel Purvi Gohil



Grade 3 A,B,C Freya Brahmkhatri (3C) Tanisha Shah (3B)

Grade 4A,B,C Vihaan Thakkar (4C) Yashasvee Singh (4B)

Grade 5 A,B Krishang Thakkar (5A) Aaradhya Sisodiya (5B)

Grade
6A,B/7A,B

Aaditya Yadav (6A) Laasya Somasundaram (7B)

Grade 8 Yerik Kashyap

Grade Star of the Month (Boy/Girl)

Grade 1 A/B Jiyara Taviad (1A) Kush Patel(1B)

Grade 1 C/D Dhyey Desai(1C) Saanvi Bhagat(1D)

Grade 2 A/B Arnav S Pawar(2A) Kashvi Thakkar(2B)

Grade 2 C/D Henil S Kapadiya (2C)

3 A/B/C Mann Thakkar (3B)

4 A/B/C Ritvika Jain (4A)

5 A/B/C Vishakha Choudhary (5A)

6 A/B/C Shrishti Patel (6A)

7 A/B/C Bhavy vaghela (7B)

8 Sakshi Rai



BEFRIEND READING

BOOK GIFTED ON MY BIRTHDAY:

Name of the child Grade Date Title of the book

Shiyan M. Devdhara Nursery B 13th Aug -

Dvit Patel LKG A 2nd Aug -

Prayag Panchal LKG A 14th Aug -

Dhvij Patel LKG A 22nd Aug -

Jiyan Ramchandani LKG A 25th Aug -

Hensi Nedariya LKG C 11th Aug -

Prish Parmar LKG C 15th Aug -

Dwija Bhabhor LKG C 29th Aug -

Atharvsinh Chavda LKG C 30th Aug -

Jaivik Vyas LKG D 25th Aug -



Advik Gautam LKG D 26th Aug Ramayan Kathanye

Harvi Parikh UKG B 20th Aug -

Hiya Katharotiya UKG B 21st Aug -

Venkat Mokshit Boyilla UKG B 23rd Aug -

Pratam Shah UKG B 25th Aug Fairy tales

Prinsa Jaiswal UKG B 25th Aug -

Reyansh Patel UKG B 28th Aug -

Avi Somani UKG C 31st Aug -

Dhruva Solanki UKG C 01st Sep -

Tanishqa Bhikonde UKG D 27th Aug -

Aarvi Patel 1A 22nd Aug Vikas stories for
Children

Dhruvanshu Pargi 1A 14th Aug -

Mohammed Aahil M
Shaikh

1A 11th Aug -

Prisha Panchal 1A 7th Aug -

Samriddhi Sharma 1A 26th Aug -

Khyana Patel 1A 17th Aug Grandpa Tales

Nidhi Verma 1B 13th Aug -

Kathan Patel 1B 27th Aug -



Krishna Mankar 1B 16th Aug -

Drish Patel 1D 22nd Aug -

Ansh Arora 2A 28th Aug 108 Moral Stories

Ara Birru 2B 31st Aug Moral stories for
Children- 10 books

Kavya Dekavadiya 2B 31st Aug Moral stories for
kids-5 books

Prateek Singh 2B 26th Aug -

Rehansh Verma 2B 20th Aug -

Dixita M
Choudhary

2C 22nd Aug -

Mantra Desai 2D 5th Aug -

Ayansh Shah 2D 13th Aug -

Gaurang Dad 2D 18th Aug The Merchant of
Baghdad

Jahanav Parmar 3C 31st Aug Moral stories from
Panchatantra

Deeksha AnnapReddy 3C 31st Aug 108 Moral Stories

Dhanush AnnapReddy 3C 31st Aug The Jungle Book

Divyam Patel 5B 23rd Aug Moral stories, Stories
for children

Arya Prajapati 8th 29th Aug Moral stories on life
skills



Arya Prajapati 8th 29th Aug Motivational Books By
Sri sharma Acharya


